INSPIRON 15 5000 SERIES - 5570

Be your best. Anywhere.
That’s why we created the Inspiron line. They're stylish, versatile and
packed with potential, just like you.

Real entertainment
15-inch laptop delivering an exceptional viewing experience, a head-turning finish and an array of options designed to
elevate your entertainment, wherever you go.

Cinema Color

Cinema Stream

Cinema Sound

Visuals appear every bit as lifelike as the
world around you. Experience richer,
more vibrant color and details enabled
by Dell Color Profiles.

SmartByte Wireless channels maximum
bandwidth to your videos or music for a
seamless, stutter-free experience.

Waves MaxxAudio® Pro boosts volume
and clarifies every tone, so you
experience studio-quality sound.

Fully immersive, completely
impressive
Clarity on display: Enjoy the crisp detail of 15.6" FHD
non-touch anti-glare display to see everything
better, especially outside or in bright light.

Responsive performance
and Seismic Storage
The power to perform: The latest Intel® Core™ i processor
delivers plentiful power in a compact package.
More memory: Get to your most-used files and applications in a
flash with optional Intel® Optane™ Memory. A more responsive
system means everything you do is faster and smoother.
Seismic storage: Your laptop offers multiple storage options for
responsive performance and plenty of backup, including 256GB
SSD and dual drives.

Crowd-pleasing features
Pass on passwords: Windows Hello and the optional fingerprint
reader on the power button makes secure logins as simple as
possible, even for multiple users.
Convenient optical drive: Watch movies, play games or listen to
your favorite music with the optional DVD drive (available on
select configurations) or burn your own discs for file backups.
Illuminate your work: A backlit keyboard (available on select
configurations) allows you to type conveniently in dim light
settings.
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